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VERBENACEAE
Callicarpa

Hamelia

americana

L.

American

beauty-berry, French mulberry.
Duranta repens L.

patens

Jacq.

Scarletbush,

Hamelia.

Casasia

Golden dewdrop,
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clusiaefolia

(Jacq.)

Griseb.

Seven-year apple.

Pigeon berry, Creeping sky-flower.
RUBIACEAE

Strumpfia maritima Jacq.
Erithalis fruticosa L.
Randia aculeata L.
Chiococca alba (L.) A. Hitchc.

Snow-

berry.

Sea Lavender, U. S. 1 Highway,
loiver keys

Royal Palms at Homestead

Sabal Palmetto group, Fairchild

Wild Tamarind tree, Woodlawn Park

Tropical Garden

Cemetery, Miami

THE AMERICAN HIBISCUS SOCIETY
Norman A. Reasoner

house

You will recall that when I had the
year on the subject of Hibiscus I men

tioned the crying need for some sort of

organization

to

act

the

new varieties.

pleasure of addressing this society last

an

for

nomenclature

Bradenton

as

a

clearing

correction

and

the

of

Hibiscus

registration

of

I am very happy, there

fore, to be able to report that such an
organization d^oes now exist, under the

name of The American Hibiscus Society,
of which your speaker has had the honor

of being elected its first president,

I do
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on nomenclature available up to this time.

Rosa-Sinensis

Please understand that neither I nor the

over 200

other members of the nomenclature com

been a small group of plantsmen assidu

mittee, who have worked with me on this,

ously

consider this fully and entirely correct!

But as

in

English

years ago,

striving

to

these men

improve

always

the

flower.

represented several

It is merely a starting place and will

generations,

unquestionably be revised and extended

workers were often thousands of miles

as

apart, there was little, if any, effort to

further information

able.

Incidentally,

becomes

your

avail

speaker

and

other officers of the Society will welcome

and

greenhouses

there has

even

contemporary

coordinate findings and most of the work
was unrecorded, thus lost forever.

any criticisms or information that any

"For this reason, the organization of

of you may be able to give us to bring

the American Hibiscus Society at Palm

this list more up to date.

This list is

Beach last May was an important step,

being presented to every member of the

and the full development of its presently

Society,

now

discussed program should have the un

Hawaii,

Puerto

fornia,

Louisiana,

numbering
Rico,

210,

from

Alabama,

Texas,

Cali

Arkansas,

selfish support of all lovers of this exotic
native of the tropical world.

And un

Rhode Island and all over Florida, as one

selfish is the word for success; both ama

of the benefits they will receive from

teur

their membership.

This list may also be

must subject themselves unreservedly to

secured from the Reasoner organization

the rules of the society if it is to succeed.

for the price of $1.00, which just about
covers the cost of publication.

and

commercial

hibiscus

growers

"Too many of us are like the old Japa
nese nurseryman, of Kalihi-kai, Honolulu.

You will be interested to know that our

Whenever

I

questioned him

as

to the

third Hibiscus Show will be held in con

origin of a hibiscus variety, he always

nection

claimed it as his own.

with

the

Metropolitan

Flower

Finally I became

Show, in Miami, next March, with an

suspicious and walked over to a large

other business meeting at that time.

plant of common red, expressing surprise

This about covers the history of the

at the size and uniformity of the flower,

organization but in connection with my

and the magnificence of the foliage.

duties as President I have been privi

asked where he found his stock.

leged to read various articles on Hibiscus,

'Oh,

one of which is so very good that I should

proudly.

like to present it to this meeting and

him.'

have it included in the proceedings of the
Florida Horticultural

I

I make him myself,' he replied

'Two,

free year

'go

I

make

"Of course, 'pride of parentage' can be

Society where it

exused up to a certain point—it has per

may be preserved for ready reference by

sisted among plantsmen from time im

anyone who may wish to refer to it later.

memorial.

Unfortunately, our Hibiscus Society has

William

no printed proceedings or publication as

England, and Samuel Whitmore, of Ryde,

There is ample evidence that

Bull,

nurseryman

of

Chelsea,

yet. This paper, which I wish to present,

Isle of Wight, who were hybridizing Hi

was an article on Hibiscus history written

biscus rosa-sinensis a hundred years ago,

by Ross H. Gast, of Los Angeles, Cali

took

fornia, one of the outstanding Hibiscus

scribing

in

considerable
their

territory

introductions.

in

de

Shortly

enthusiasts of that state and quite fami

after the turn of the century, W. M. Gif-

liar

in

f ord, of Honolulu, began to work with the

"Since the first appearance of Hibiscus

Wilder, C. M. Cooke, A. Gartly, J. A.

with

Hawaii.

the

Hibiscus,

situation

It is as follows:

flower,

followed by U.

S.

Holt,

G. P.
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Cummins, A. Koebele and others, sepa

fall

rately at first, but in 1911, with the for

nurserymen.

mation of the Hawaiian Hibiscus Society,
as

a group.

The society did splendid

work for several years,

sponsoring an

and

spring

1950

catalogues

of

Florida

"In his will, Mr. Johnson gave his col
lection, with sufficient funds to maintain

it, to the University of Hawaii which is

annual show, and, in the first year of its

continuing his work.

existence,

tion, the Outdoor Circle, is sponsoring

strengthening

the

hibiscus

A ladies organiza

breeding project established in 1909 by

hibiscus

the Agricultural Experiment Station and

Mrs. Willis Pope, of Waimanalo, Oahu,

the University of Hawaii.

shows

occasionally.

Mr.

and

This group

have a small breeding project under way,

definitely proved that unselfish devotion

while A. B. Bush, of Kaneohe, and Bill

to the best interests of their flower paid

Sutton,

good dividends to all.

Hawaiian Hotel, are still developing new

"Unfortunately, both the Society and
the

Agricultural

Experiment

Station

head

varieties.

gardener

at

the

Royal

It is not too much to expect

that eventually all will see in the Ameri

project became casualties of World War I

can Hibiscus Society a central agency for

—the impact of war on an insular com

the collection and dissemination of data

munity is much more severe than is the

on Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis.

case generally.

But while the records of

"One

of

the first

Society

sponsored

the Society were not preserved, the Ex

projects should be the development of a

periment Station project resulted in the

bibliography

publication of the now rare Bulletin No.

connection with my own work in hybrid

29 "Ornamental Hibiscus in Hawaii," by

izing hibiscus, I have tried to gather all

on

H.

Rosa-sinensis.

In

E. V. Wilcox and U. S. Holt, in December,

reference material available, and I am

1913.

now fortunate enough to have either in

This publication lists,

describes

and gives the parentage of all known

my own printed collection, or in form of

hybrids in Hawaii up to 1913, and names

notes and photostat copies a wealth of

33 varieties introduced in Hawaii from

data on the flower.

other parts of the world.

great deal of material yet to be compiled,

It also gives

considerable background data on 14 na

But there is still a

both in this country and in England.

tive forms of Hibiscus, some of which

"The principal reason for securing all

have been used in the development of the

historical and scientific data on hibiscus

now well known Hawaiian hybrids.

is that no sound breeding program can

"Since 1915, Hawaiian 'fans' have con

be carried out until we know more about

tinued to improve the flower, but with

the original plants as they were brought

out formal

into Europe and America from their na

organization.

Will

Cooper

carried out a rather large breeding proj

tive habitat.

At the present time, most

ect at Cooper Ranch up until his retire

of the hibiscus we grow are horticul

ment a decade ago, and the late J. A.

tural varieties of unknown parentage, so

Johnson, of Honolulu, gave us some of

that we cannot work with them with any

our best hybrids of today.

planned result.

tunate

enough

I was for

to work with

this

fine

plantsman before his death in 1948, and
seed from his crosses form the basis for
most of the seedlings which I now con

Crossing hybrids may

be fun, but such effort seldom results in

any development of permanent value.
"True, far more of the popular vari
eties grown in both California and Flor

sider ready for commercial introduction,

ida

including the new 'Captain Eddie Rick-

which have persisted because of

enbacker' which will be featured in the

hardiness and commercial characteristics,

than

we

suspect

are

true

species
their
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such as ease of rooting, etc. An important

looks like our Kona.

part of my own project is the isolation

native

and

many fine Hibiscus were later collected

determination

of

what

are

true

to

the

This species was

Malabar

Coast,

where

species, so that I can 'start from scratch/

for

so to speak, in my breeding program. This

became

sort

after its introduction in England about

of

thing

should

be

aggressively

English
a

greenhouses.

very

popular

The

flower

'stove

plant'

sponsored by the Society, by the estab

1700.

lishment, in Florida, of a project under

says

authoritative direction, such as the horti

species, crimson, yellow, buff, and even

cultural department of the University of

white are not uncommon in collections,

Florid§.

true species by a study of such biblio

graphy as is available, and by finding
which varieties come true from seed. In
connection with the former, many of the

true species we grow now are pictured in
color in English garden magazines pub
lished a hundred and fifty years ago, and

were accurately described in them.

Such

sources have been invaluable to me.
"It may be of interest to many to learn

that the first species of Hibiscus Rosasinensis

brought

doubles.

to

England

were

In fact, the earliest mention

of Hibiscus Rosa-sinensis that I have

been

double

varieties

of

this

but the single state . . . although much

"I have tried to determine which are

able

'Hortus

But as late as 1826, one writer
'—the

to

in 1678.

"My own work is primarily designed to
develop varieties of hibiscus sufficiently
hardy to permit the enjoyment of this
flower over a wider geographical range.

This is being approached by crossing
true species known to withstand lower
temperatures, and then selecting seed

lings of good flower and foliage char
acteristics for further crossing. Ease of
growing on their own roots and resist

ance to cold, wet soil are also factors
that are being sought.

"The work is discouragingly slow, but

Van

Rheede's

with

Malabaricus'

published

program, I feel that I, as well as others,

locate

Indices

handsomer, is comparatively rare.'

is

This describes a pink double,

and though the plate is not colored, it

the

development

of

the

Society

interested in hibiscus can look for real
assistance."

INTERESTING USES OF WOODY PLANTS
ly a few simple ideas on interesting uses

George L. Taber

of woody plants that anyone may use if

Glen St. Mary

he chooses.

In striving for the unusual, one must

For many years my father was active

against

becoming

vitally interested in it up to the time of

over-zealous in that direction.

While it

his

for

is certain that by far the majority of

me, my association with the group has

landscape plans are stereotyped, run-of-

not

the-mill jobs, the small percentage that

in

this

organization

death in
been

however,

too

that

1929.
close.

this

and

always

was

Unfortunately
I

sincerely

situation

hope,

will

be

changed for the future.
I am honored to be included in your
programme, but I must warn you that

this is not a learned dissertation—mere

always

do

be

not fall

watchful

into this

classification

are

liable to searching scrutiny—just because
they are different.

Suppose then that we consider the in

teresting uses to which some of our well

